
YouTube Procedures

Timeline:

Sept. 7: NRC reporter article
Sept. 8: Network Announcement
Sept. 8: Press release issued; blog post about YouTube posted
Sept. 8: YouTube account activated; part I and II of the 9/11 video posted
Sept. 8: YouTube Comment section added to NRC blog
Sept. 8; YouTube icon added to NRC home page

OPA Procedures

1. Videos appropriate for posting will be identified by OPA or submitted to OPA from other
offices. All videos to be posted must be in AV, MOV and WMV format, less than 15
minutes long and less than 2GB in size. When videos are submitted by offices, the
offices must indicate the preferred date for posting. Videos may be submitted on hard
media to 016-Dl or via email to lvonne.couretOnrc.,qov with a cc to
opa.resourceanrc.pov.

2. All videos to be posted must be closed captioned or come with a transcript in a format
that can be converted to ",tx" . (Note avoid use of symbols such as bullets as they will
appear as an error.)

3. Only Ivonne Couret, Holly Harrington or Edwin Leong may post videos. OPA will assign
the video a title, write a description and create one or more tags. The category of the
video will always be "News and Politics." Comments, comment voting and video
responses will always be disallowed.

4. Videos will be posted per instructions from Edwin Leong. All must be posted from an
NRC desktop or laptop. They must be uploaded to ADAMS before posted to YouTube.

5. In the ADAMS Upload form, author name is always Office of Public Affairs and author
affiliation is NRC/OPA, document sensitivity is "non-sensitive" and keyword is "MD 3.4
Non-Public B.1." Availability is "non-publicly available. Fill in document title and date per
instructions from Edwin Leong.

6. All videos will be followed by an OPA-generated tweet.

7. OPA will monitor the NRC blog for video comments and approve and post them per the
NRC blog policy and procedures.
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